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She is the Queen  

of Arendelle.

She’s haunted by a mysterious 

voice that no one else can hear. 

She was born with a magical 

power that lets her control  

snow and ice.

She’s afraid of hurting  

anyone, especially her  

sister Anna. 

Elsa
Destiny awaits
Elsa tries hard to be the perfect queen, 

but royal duties are sometimes a 

struggle for her. She can be shy around 

people and isn’t a fan of the spotlight. 

Should she leave it all behind and 

follow the strange voice that keeps 

calling her? Maybe it can show her 

where her ice power comes from!

Things you need 

to know about Elsa:
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She’s fiercely protective – Anna 

won’t have anyone criticise Elsa! 

She rushes into situations 

without thinking them through. 

Anna loves to be busy, busy, 

busy. She just can’t sit still! 

She cares about the people of 

Arendelle, and wants to help 

them sort out their problems.

Anna
Sisters first
Princess Anna is Queen Elsa’s younger, 

bubblier sister. Unlike Elsa, Anna can’t 

help showing her feelings. She loves 

Elsa more than anything, but she  

can tell something is worrying her. 

Anna is desperate for her sister to 

confide in her. She couldn’t bear it  

if Elsa shut her out of her life again.

Things you need 

to know about Anna:
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Olaf has learned how to read. 

He likes sharing interesting  

facts with his friends.

Olaf is now made from 

permafrost,  so he doesn’t  

have to worry about melting 

anymore. 

Olaf loves his life and doesn’t  

want anything to ever change. 

Olaf
Snowman scholar
Olaf the snowman has reached the 

grand old age of three, but many 

things about the world still don’t  

make sense to him. He’s pretty sure 

that they will one day – when he’s 

older! For now, Olaf has decided to just 

be happy and take life as it comes. Oh, 

and to do as much reading as he can.

Things you need 

to know about Olaf:
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He was raised by mountain trolls. 

One hour is the maximum time  

he can tolerate wearing a suit!

He is not a fan of soppy talk,  

but he does have a secret 

romantic side.

He’s quick to help those in  

need – especially when reindeer 

are involved!

Kristoff
Wannabe bridegroom

Twenty-three-year-old Kristoff is an 

outdoorsy kind of a guy. He has  

always relied on his reindeer, Sven, for 

company, but now he’s head over heels 

in love with Anna and he’s ready to 

settle down and start a family. He’s 

keen to propose to Anna, but he just 

can’t seem to find the right moment!

Things you need 

to know about Kristoff:
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